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ABSTRACT
We present first results on the cooling properties derived from Chandra X-ray observations of 83 high-redshift
(0.3 < z < 1.2) massive galaxy clusters selected by their Sunyaev–Zel’dovich signature in the South Pole Telescope
data. We measure each cluster’s central cooling time, central entropy, and mass deposition rate, and compare these
properties to those for local cluster samples. We find no significant evolution from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 1 in the distribution
of these properties, suggesting that cooling in cluster cores is stable over long periods of time. We also find that
the average cool core entropy profile in the inner ∼100 kpc has not changed dramatically since z ∼ 1, implying
that feedback must be providing nearly constant energy injection to maintain the observed “entropy floor” at
∼10 keV cm2 . While the cooling properties appear roughly constant over long periods of time, we observe strong
evolution in the gas density profile, with the normalized central density (ρg,0 /ρcrit ) increasing by an order of
magnitude from z ∼ 1 to z ∼ 0. When using metrics defined by the inner surface brightness profile of clusters, we
find an apparent lack of classical, cuspy, cool-core clusters at z > 0.75, consistent with earlier reports for clusters
at z > 0.5 using similar definitions. Our measurements indicate that cool cores have been steadily growing over
the 8 Gyr spanned by our sample, consistent with a constant, ∼150 M yr−1 cooling flow that is unable to cool
below entropies of 10 keV cm2 and, instead, accumulates in the cluster center. We estimate that cool cores began to
1
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assemble in these massive systems at zcool = 1.0+1.0
−0.2 , which represents the first constraints on the onset of cooling in
galaxy cluster cores. At high redshift (z  0.75), galaxy clusters may be classified as “cooling flows” (low central
entropy, cooling time) but not “cool cores” (cuspy surface brightness profile), meaning that care must be taken
when classifying these high-z systems. We investigate several potential biases that could conspire to mimic this
cool core evolution and are unable to find a bias that has a similar redshift dependence and a substantial amplitude.
Key words: early universe – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium –
X-rays: galaxies: clusters
Online-only material: color figures

While the physical processes that conspire to prevent or
allow the formation of a dense, cool core in the ICM are
not fully understood, there has been significant effort toward
understanding the overall properties of these systems. Early,
large surveys, including those by White et al. (1997), Peres
et al. (1998), and Allen (2000), have formed the basis of our
understanding of cooling flows (or lack thereof). These studies
established the distribution of cooling properties, including
the mass deposition rate, the cooling radius, and the central
cooling time, for large X-ray flux-limited samples of nearby
galaxy clusters. These studies showed that, among other things,
clusters with strong cooling signatures tend to have multi-phase
(i.e., Hα-emitting) gas, radio-loud BCGs, and cooling rates that
correlate with the total X-ray luminosity. Studies mentioned
in the previous paragraph have largely built upon these early,
pioneering works to classify the cooling properties of the ICM.
While the properties of nearby (z  0.3) cool core clusters
are well documented, very little is presently known about how
cooling flows have evolved. Early work by Donahue et al.
(1992) reported that, while the general properties of cooling
flows appear to be unchanged since z ∼ 0.3, cool cores were
more common by roughly a factor of two at this epoch. More
recently, utilizing higher quality data from the Chandra X-Ray
Observatory, as well as ground-based optical data, on much
larger, more complete samples, various studies have found
evidence that there may be a decline in the fraction of clusters
harboring strong (cuspy) cool cores with increasing redshift
(Vikhlinin et al. 2007; Santos et al. 2010; Samuele et al. 2011;
McDonald 2011). These studies all report cool core fractions
10% at z  0.5, indicating that cool core clusters are a recent
phenomenon. Indeed, only a small number of clusters with
strong cool cores are known at z > 0.5 (e.g., Siemiginowska
et al. 2010; Russell et al. 2012; Santos et al. 2012; McDonald
et al. 2012a). It has been suggested that, since most of these
samples were drawn from early surveys with the ROSAT X-ray
telescope, they may be biased against cool cores at high redshifts
due to their point-like appearance compared to the ROSAT
resolution. The fact that optically selected samples (McDonald
2011) show the same evolution suggests that such a bias may
not be a serious issue.
One significant issue affecting our understanding of the
evolution of ICM cooling is the lack of large samples of
high-redshift clusters with a well understood selection. The
South Pole Telescope (SPT; Carlstrom et al. 2011) recently
completed a 2500 deg2 survey that has discovered hundreds of
massive, high-redshift clusters using the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich
(SZ; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972) effect. Unlike X-ray and
optical surveys, which have strong surface brightness biases,
the SPT selection is nearly redshift-independent (at z > 0.3,
see Song et al. 2012; Reichardt et al. 2013) and, based on
simulations, is not expected to be significantly biased by the

1. INTRODUCTION
In the inner ∼100 kpc of a galaxy cluster, the hot (107 –108 K)
intracluster medium (ICM) is often sufficiently dense that the
1/2
cooling time, which is roughly tcool ∝ Tx n−1
e , is shorter than
a Hubble time. In these so-called “cool core” clusters, cooling
gas should sink toward the center of the cluster, establishing a
cooling flow which could deposit as much as ∼1000 M yr−1
of cold gas onto the central brightest cluster galaxy (for a
review, see Fabian 1994). The fact that brightest cluster galaxies
(hereafter BCGs) are rarely forming stars at such prodigious
rates (with the exception of the newly-discovered Phoenix
cluster; McDonald et al. 2012a, 2013) is prime evidence that
some form of feedback offsets this cooling. The most likely
culprit is mechanical feedback from the central active galactic
nucleus (AGN; see Churazov et al. 2001; McNamara & Nulsen
2007, 2012; Fabian 2012), although other heat sources such
as particle heating (Mathews 2009), blazars (Pfrommer et al.
2012), and mergers (Gómez et al. 2002) are also viable.
If the balance between energy input from feedback and energy
loss due to cooling is not exact, one would expect a residual
cooling flow to develop. There is substantial evidence for
such “reduced cooling flows.” Clumps and filaments of cooling
intracluster gas have been detected at 106 –107 K in the cores of
clusters via high resolution X-ray spectroscopy (e.g., Peterson
& Fabian 2006; Sanders et al. 2010) and O vi emission in the
far ultraviolet (e.g., Bregman et al. 2001; Oegerle et al. 2001;
Bregman et al. 2006). Sparks et al. (2012) recently reported
evidence for 105 K gas (as traced by the C iv λ1549 Å emission
line) in the core of the Virgo cluster. Warm (104 K) gas is nearly
ubiquitous in cool core clusters (e.g., Hu et al. 1985; Johnstone
et al. 1987; Heckman et al. 1989; Crawford et al. 1999; Edwards
et al. 2007; Hatch et al. 2007; McDonald et al. 2010, 2011a), as
are both warm (e.g., Jaffe et al. 2005; Edge et al. 2010; Donahue
et al. 2011; Lim et al. 2012) and cold (e.g., Edge 2001; Edge &
Frayer 2003; Salomé & Combes 2003; Salomé et al. 2008; Lim
et al. 2008; McDonald et al. 2012b) molecular gas components.
Finally, perhaps the most convincing evidence that a fraction of
the cooling ICM is reaching low temperatures is the fact that
nearly all cool core clusters have star-forming BCGs, with star
formation rates that correlate with the ICM cooling rate (e.g.,
McNamara & O’Connell 1989; O’Dea et al. 2008; Rafferty et al.
2008; Donahue et al. 2010; Hicks et al. 2010; McDonald et al.
2011b). Thus, while there is significant evidence that some form
of feedback is offsetting a large fraction of energy loss due to
cooling in the ICM, it is also clear that this balance is imperfect
and likely to vary on both short (periodic outbursts) and long
(evolution) timescales.
35
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The final sample used in this work, referred to hereafter as
SPT-XVP, is summarized in Table 1. The sample consists of
83 clusters, spanning a redshift range of 0.3 < z < 1.2 and
a mass range of ∼2 × 1014 < M500 < 20 × 1014 M / h70 .
The clusters were all identified in the SPT-SZ survey maps
with an SPT detection significance, ξ , spanning a range from
5.7 < ξ < 43. As was done in Vanderlinde et al. (2010),
we predict the SPT survey completeness using cosmological
and scaling relation constraints of the ξ -mass relation. We
assume the ΛCDM cosmological constraints from Reichardt
et al. (2013) when using a cosmic microwave background data
set and the SPT cluster catalog. At our median redshift of
z ∼ 0.7, the SPT-XVP sample is expected to be ∼50% complete
at M500 = 4 × 1014 M / h70 and nearly 100% complete at
6 × 1014 M / h70 . These completeness thresholds are nearly
redshift independent, varying by 15% over the redshift range
of the sample.

presence of cool cores (Motl et al. 2005; Pipino & Pierpaoli
2010; H. W. Lin et al., in preparation). In principle, such a
survey should be able to trace the evolution of cool cores in
the most massive clusters out to z > 1. Indeed, Semler et al.
(2012) showed, in a pilot study of 13 SPT-selected clusters, that
there is a significant population of cool core clusters at z > 0.5,
contrary to the majority of the results reported in the literature
at the time. Furthermore, the most extreme cool core cluster
known is at z = 0.597, the Phoenix cluster (SPT-CLJ23444243; McDonald et al. 2012a), and was discovered by the SPT.
Taken together, these results suggest that ICM cooling has not
changed drastically in the past ∼8 Gyr.
In this work, we expand significantly on Semler et al. (2012),
presenting Chandra X-ray observations of 83 massive, SPTselected clusters. The majority of these observations were
completed as part of a recent Chandra X-Ray Visionary Project
(PI B. Benson). With these data we are able to address two
outstanding questions about the evolution of the cooling ICM:
(1) Were cool cores less common at z > 0.5? and (2) How have
the properties of cooling flows evolved in the most massive
galaxy clusters over the past ∼8 Gyr? In Section 2 we present
the sample, describing first the selection and observations,
followed by the analysis. In Section 3 we present the major
results of this work, following in spirit the early works of
White et al. (1997) and Peres et al. (1998), which identified the
cooling flow properties of low-redshift, X-ray selected clusters.
The implications of these results are discussed in Section 4.
Throughout this work, we assume H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 ,
ΩM = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73.

2.2. Data Reduction and Analysis
Our basic data reduction and analysis follows closely that
outlined in Vikhlinin et al. (2005) and Andersson et al. (2011).
Briefly, this procedure includes filtering for background flares,
applying the latest calibration corrections, and determining
the appropriate blank sky background. In addition to using
blank-sky backgrounds, we simultaneously model additional
background components from Galactic sources as well as
unresolved cosmic X-ray background (CXB) sources in offsource regions. Point sources were identified using an automated
routine following a wavelet decomposition technique (Vikhlinin
et al. 1998), and then visually inspected. Clumpy, asymmetric
substructure was masked by hand, and excluded in calculations
of the global temperature. The center of the cluster was chosen
by iteratively measuring the centroid in a 250–500 kpc annulus.
This choice, rather than the peak of emission, can play a
significant role in whether or not the cluster is ultimately
classified as a cool core or not—a subject we will return to
in Section 4.
Global cluster properties (LX,500 , M500 , TX,500 , Mg,500 ) used
in this work are derived in B13, following closely the procedures described in Andersson et al. (2011). For each of these
quantities, the subscript refers to the quantity measured within
R500 —the radius within which the average enclosed density is
500 times the critical density. We estimate R500 by requiring
the measured quantities (TX , Mg , YX ) to satisfy a set of scaling
relations between TX,500 , Mg,500 , and YX,500 and M500 (Vikhlinin
et al. 2009). Each of these three scaling relations are individually satisfied by iteratively adjusting R500 . In this paper, we use
R500 from the YX –M relation only. Further details on both the
data reduction and the derivation of global X-ray properties can
be found in Vikhlinin et al. (2005) and Andersson et al. (2011),
respectively.

2. DATA AND ANALYSIS
2.1. Sample Definition
The clusters used in this work were selected based on their SZ
signature in the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey. The SPT-SZ survey
was completed in 2011 November, producing maps in three
frequency bands (95, 150, and 220 GHz), with a key science
goal of discovering clusters via the SZ effect (Staniszewski et al.
2009; Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Williamson et al. 2011; Benson
et al. 2013; Reichardt et al. 2013).
The clusters considered in this work have additionally been
observed with the Chandra X-Ray Observatory, with exposures
typically sufficient to obtain ∼2000 X-ray source counts. The
majority of the clusters have been observed through a Chandra
X-Ray Visionary Project to obtain X-ray imaging of the 80
clusters detected with the highest SZ significance (ξ ) in the
first 2000 deg2 of the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey at z > 0.4
(B. A. Benson et al., in preparation, hereafter B13). While
B13 analyze the full XVP sample, we exclude 6 of the 80
clusters only observed with XMM-Newton, which does not
have sufficient angular resolution to resolve the cool cores
in typical high-redshift clusters. In addition, we include nine
clusters at z > 0.3 also detected in the SPT-SZ survey
that were observed by Chandra, a sub-sample that primarily
consists of clusters observed either in previous Chandra GO
and GTO proposals from the SPT-SZ collaboration, or in other
proposals to observe SZ-selected clusters from the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope (Marriage et al. 2011) and Planck (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2011) collaborations. We note that every
SPT-selected cluster that was targeted with Chandra yielded an
X-ray detection—perhaps unsurprising due to the dependence
of both techniques on a rich ICM.

2.3. Surface Brightness Profiles and
Concentration Measurements
The surface brightness profile for each cluster, extracted in
the energy range 0.7–2.0 keV, is measured in a series of 20
annuli, with the outer radii for each annulus defined as
 1.5
i
ri = 1.5 R500
i = 1 . . . n.
(1)
20
Following the techniques described in Vikhlinin et al. (2006),
we correct these surface brightness profiles for spatial
3
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(Continued)

Table 1
Summary of Chandra X-Ray Observations
Name
SPT-CLJ0000-5748
SPT-CLJ0013-4906
SPT-CLJ0014-4952
SPT-CLJ0033-6326
SPT-CLJ0037-5047
SPT-CLJ0040-4407
SPT-CLJ0058-6145
SPT-CLJ0102-4603
SPT-CLJ0102-4915
SPT-CLJ0123-4821
SPT-CLJ0142-5032
SPT-CLJ0151-5954
SPT-CLJ0156-5541
SPT-CLJ0200-4852
SPT-CLJ0212-4657
SPT-CLJ0217-5245
SPT-CLJ0232-5257
SPT-CLJ0234-5831
SPT-CLJ0236-4938
SPT-CLJ0243-5930
SPT-CLJ0252-4824
SPT-CLJ0256-5617
SPT-CLJ0304-4401
SPT-CLJ0304-4921
SPT-CLJ0307-5042
SPT-CLJ0307-6225
SPT-CLJ0310-4647
SPT-CLJ0324-6236
SPT-CLJ0330-5228
SPT-CLJ0334-4659
SPT-CLJ0346-5439
SPT-CLJ0348-4515
SPT-CLJ0352-5647
SPT-CLJ0406-4805
SPT-CLJ0411-4819
SPT-CLJ0417-4748
SPT-CLJ0426-5455
SPT-CLJ0438-5419
SPT-CLJ0441-4855
SPT-CLJ0446-5849
SPT-CLJ0449-4901
SPT-CLJ0456-5116
SPT-CLJ0509-5342
SPT-CLJ0528-5300
SPT-CLJ0533-5005
SPT-CLJ0542-4100
SPT-CLJ0546-5345a
SPT-CLJ0551-5709
SPT-CLJ0555-6406
SPT-CLJ0559-5249
SPT-CLJ0616-5227
SPT-CLJ0655-5234
SPT-CLJ2031-4037
SPT-CLJ2034-5936
SPT-CLJ2035-5251
SPT-CLJ2043-5035
SPT-CLJ2106-5844b
SPT-CLJ2135-5726
SPT-CLJ2145-5644
SPT-CLJ2146-4632
SPT-CLJ2148-6116
SPT-CLJ2218-4519
SPT-CLJ2222-4834
SPT-CLJ2232-5959
SPT-CLJ2233-5339

α
(◦ )

δ
(◦ )

ObsIDs

0.250
3.331
3.690
8.469
9.447
10.208
14.586
15.677
15.734
20.796
25.546
27.857
29.042
30.141
33.108
34.304
38.202
38.677
39.258
40.865
43.212
44.106
46.067
46.067
46.961
46.830
47.634
51.053
52.728
53.547
56.733
57.075
58.241
61.731
62.814
64.347
66.520
69.575
70.451
71.514
72.275
74.118
77.339
82.023
83.406
85.709
86.655
87.896
88.864
89.933
94.144
103.974
307.966
308.537
308.793
310.823
316.518
323.912
326.468
326.645
327.181
334.746
335.712
338.141
338.319

−57.809
−49.116
−49.881
−63.444
−50.788
−44.132
−61.768
−46.072
−49.266
−48.358
−50.540
−59.908
−55.698
−48.872
−46.950
−52.763
−52.953
−58.523
−49.637
−59.515
−48.415
−56.298
−44.033
−49.357
−50.705
−62.436
−46.785
−62.598
−52.473
−46.996
−54.649
−45.247
−56.798
−48.082
−48.320
−47.813
−54.918
−54.322
−48.924
−58.830
−49.025
−51.278
−53.704
−52.998
−50.096
−41.000
−53.759
−57.147
−64.105
−52.827
−52.453
−52.568
−40.623
−59.605
−52.855
−50.592
−58.743
−57.439
−56.749
−46.549
−61.279
−45.316
−48.577
−59.998
−53.654

9335
13462
13471
13483
13493
13395
13479
13485
12258
13491
13467
13480
13489
13487
13464
12269
12263
13403
12266
13484, 15573
13494
13481, 14448
13402
12265
13476
12191
13492
12181, 13137, 13213
0893
13470
12270
13465
13490, 15571
13477
13396
13397
13472
12259
13475, 14371, 14372
13482, 15560
13473
13474
9432
11747, 11874, 12092, 13126
11748, 12001, 12002
0914
9332, 9336
11743, 11871
13404
12264, 13116, 13117
12261, 13127
13486
13517
12182
13466
13478
12180
13463
13398
13469
13488
13501
13497
13502
13504

Name
SPT-CLJ2236-4555
SPT-CLJ2245-6206
SPT-CLJ2248-4431
SPT-CLJ2258-4044
SPT-CLJ2259-6057
SPT-CLJ2301-4023
SPT-CLJ2306-6505
SPT-CLJ2325-4111
SPT-CLJ2331-5051
SPT-CLJ2335-4544
SPT-CLJ2337-5942
SPT-CLJ2341-5119
SPT-CLJ2342-5411
SPT-CLJ2344-4243c
SPT-CLJ2345-6405
SPT-CLJ2352-4657
SPT-CLJ2355-5055
SPT-CLJ2359-5009

α
(◦ )

δ
(◦ )

ObsIDs

339.219
341.260
342.183
344.706
344.752
345.471
346.734
351.302
352.963
353.785
354.352
355.300
355.692
356.183
356.250
358.068
358.948
359.933

−45.930
−62.116
−44.530
−40.740
−60.960
−40.389
−65.090
−41.196
−50.865
−45.739
−59.706
−51.329
−54.185
−42.720
−64.099
−46.960
−50.928
−50.170

13507, 15266
13499
4966
13495
13498
13505
13503
13405
9333
13496
11859
11799
11741, 11870, 12014, 12091
13401
13500
13506
11746
9334, 11742, 11864, 11997

Notes. Positions listed here are of the X-ray centroid (Section 2.2). The fourth
column provides the observational IDs from the Chandra X-Ray Observatory.
a Brodwin et al. (2010).
b Foley et al. (2011).
c McDonald et al. (2012a).

variations in temperature, metallicity, and the telescope effective
area. Calibrated surface brightness profiles (see Figure
 16) are
expressed as a projected emission measure integral, ne np dl,
where ne and np are the electron and proton densities, respectively. We model the calibrated surface brightness profile with
a modified beta model:
(r/rc )−α
1
ne np = n20
,
(2)
2
2
3β−α/2
3
(1 + r /rc )
(1 + r /rs3 )/3
where n0 is the core density, and rc and rs are scaling radii
of the core and extended components, following Vikhlinin
et al. (2006). This three-dimensional (3D) model is numerically
projected along the line of sight, yielding a model emission
measure profile that is fit to the data. We estimate the 3D
gas density assuming ne = Znp and ρg = mp ne A/Z, where
A = 1.397 and Z = 1.199 are the average nuclear charge and
mass, respectively, for a plasma with metal abundance 30% of
solar (0.3 Z ). The calibrated surface brightness profiles and
best-fit projected gas density models for the full sample are
shown in Figure 16.
In recent studies of high-redshift cool core clusters (e.g.,
Vikhlinin et al. 2007; Santos et al. 2008, 2010; Semler et al.
2012), the presence of a cool core has been quantified solely
by the central cuspiness of the surface brightness profile. While
measuring the central deprojected temperature and cooling time
typically requires >10,000 X-ray counts, the surface brightness
profile can often be constrained in the central region with as
few as ∼500 counts, making this an inexpensive method of
classifying cool cores. To classify a sample of high-redshift
clusters as cool core or non-cool core, Vikhlinin et al. (2007)
defined a “cuspiness” parameter,

d log ρg 
α≡
.
(3)
d log r r=0.04 R500
This parameter has been shown to correlate well with the central
cooling time for galaxy clusters at z ∼ 0 (Vikhlinin et al. 2007;
4
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Hudson et al. 2010). Vikhlinin et al. (2007) showed that α was
typically higher for a low-redshift sample of clusters (z < 0.5),
suggesting a rapid evolution in cool core strength (Vikhlinin
et al. 2007). While easily measurable, this parameter has the
drawback that it assumes that the cool core radius evolves at the
same rate as the cluster radius (R500 ).
An alternative measure of the surface brightness cuspiness
is the “concentration” parameter, as defined by Santos et al.
(2008):
F0.5–5.0 keV (r < 40 kpc)
cSB ≡
,
(4)
F0.5–5.0 keV (r < 400 kpc)

where ρD,0 is the central dark matter density, rs is a scale radius
related to the halo concentration by C = R200 /rs , and βD is
the inner slope of the dark matter profile. This model is similar
to the NFW (Navarro et al. 1997) profile at large radii, but has
a free “cuspiness” parameter at small radii. We estimate the
initial values of ρD,0 and rs using the measured M500 and the
mass–concentration relation (Duffy et al. 2008).
Given an assumed 3D functional form of both the dark
matter (Equation (5)) and gas density profiles (Section 2.3,
Equation (2)), and further assuming a negligible contribution
from stars to the total mass, we can derive the 3D temperature
profile by combining hydrostatic equilibrium,

where F0.5–5.0 keV is the X-ray flux in the energy bandpass
0.5–5.0 keV. This value can range from ∼0 (no flux peak),
to 1 (all flux in central 40 kpc). This choice of parameter
is relatively insensitive to redshift effects, such as worsening
spatial resolution, reduced counts, and k-corrections (Santos
et al. 2008), but has the potential drawback that it assumes no
evolution in the cooling radius.
We will use both the full 3D density profile (ne (r)), as well
as the commonly-used single-parameter estimates of profile
peakedness (α, cSB ) to trace the evolution of cool cores in this
unique sample.

dP
GM(r)ρ(r)
=−
,
dr
r2

with the ideal gas law (P = nT kT , where nT = ne + np ). This
temperature profile is projected along the line of sight (weighted
by n2e T 1/2 ), producing a two-dimensional (2D) temperature
profile which is compared to the data, allowing a calculation
of χ 2 . We repeat this process, varying both the normalization
of the GNFW halo (ρD,0 ), and thus the total dark matter
mass, as well as the inner slope (βD ), while requiring that the
mass–concentration (Duffy et al. 2008) and M500 –P500 (Nagai
et al. 2007) relations are always satisfied (removing rs and P500
as free parameters), until a stable minimum in the χ 2 (ρD,0 , βD )
plane is found. The net result of this process is a 3D model of
the gas density, gas temperature, and gravitational potential for
each cluster (see Figure 16).

2.4. Deprojecting Radial X-Ray Profiles
2.4.1. ρg (r), Φ(r), TX (r)

Many recent works have verified the presence, or lack, of
high-redshift cool cores via surface brightness quantities, as
discussed in the previous section. We wish to extend this analysis
further and quantify the cooling properties of the ICM. With
only ∼2000 X-ray counts per cluster, we cannot perform a full
temperature and density deprojection analysis, as is typically
done at low redshift (e.g., Vikhlinin et al. 2006; Sun et al.
2009). Instead, motivated by earlier studies with the Einstein
X-ray observatory (White et al. 1997; Peres et al. 1998),
we combine our knowledge of the X-ray surface brightness
and a coarse temperature profile with assumptions about the
underlying dark matter distribution to produce best-guess 3D
temperature profiles. This procedure, which will be described
in complete detail in an upcoming paper (M. McDonald et al.,
in preparation), is summarized below.
First, a three-bin temperature profile is derived by extracting
X-ray spectra in logarithmically-spaced annuli over the range
0 < r < R500 . These spectra were fit in xspec (Arnaud 1996)
with a combined phabs(mekal) model.36 In cases requiring
additional background components, as determined from offsource regions of the field (see B13 for more details), an
additional mekal (Galactic) or bremss (CXB) component
was used, with temperatures fixed to 0.18 keV and 40 keV,
respectively. For the source model, we fix the abundance to
0.3 Z and the hydrogen absorbing column, nH , to the average
from the Leiden-Argentine-Bonn survey (Kalberla et al. 2005).
The resulting temperature profiles for the full sample are shown
in Figure 16.
In order to model the underlying dark matter potential, we
use a generalized Navarro–Frenk–White (GNFW; Zhao 1996;
Wyithe et al. 2001) profile:
ρD =
36

(r/rs

ρD,0
,
+ r/rs )3−βD

)βD (1

(6)

2.4.2. tcool (r), K(r), Ṁ(r)

While a centrally concentrated surface brightness profile is an
excellent indicator that the ICM is cooling rapidly (e.g., Hudson
et al. 2010), we ultimately would like to quantify, in an absolute
sense, the strength of this cooling. Classically, clusters have been
identified as “cooling flows” if the cooling time in the central
region is less than the age of the universe, with the cooling time
defined as:
nT kT
3
,
(7)
tcool =
2 ne nH Λ(T , Z)
where Λ(T , Z) is the cooling function for an optically thin
plasma (Sutherland & Dopita 1993). Similarly, the specific
entropy of the gas is defined as:
K=

kT
2/3

ne

.

(8)

Both the central cooling time and central entropy are smallest
in the centers of cool core clusters, and are distributed bimodally
over the full cluster population (e.g., Cavagnolo et al. 2009;
Hudson et al. 2010). In nearby, well-studied clusters, the central
cooling time and entropy are well-defined, as both of these
functions tend to flatten at radii less than ∼10 kpc. However, for
lower signal-to-noise data, the measurement of central cooling
time is strongly dependent on the choice of bin size (see e.g.,
White et al. 1997; Peres et al. 1998), and inward extrapolation
can be risky if a flattening of the surface brightness profile
is not observed due to poor spatial sampling. For this work,
we choose as our central bin r < 0.012 R500 (r  10 kpc),
which roughly corresponds to the first data point in our surface
brightness profiles. While these quantities are not truly “central,”
this choice allows us to avoid the increasingly large uncertainty
associated with extrapolating our temperature and density fits
as r → 0.

(5)

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/xspec/manual/XspecModels.html
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Following White et al. (1997), we estimate the classical mass
deposition rate, Ṁ(r), using the following formula:
dM
LX (ri ) − (Δφ(ri ) + Δh(ri ))Ṁ(<ri−1 )
(ri ) =
,
dt
h(ri ) + f (ri )Δφ(ri )

(9)

where LX (ri ) is the X-ray luminosity in shell i, Δφ(ri ) is the
change in the gravitational potential across shell i, h(ri ) is
the temperature in units of energy per particle mass, h(ri ) =
(5/2)(kT (i)/μmp ), and f (ri ) is the fraction of the shell that
the gas crosses before dropping out of the flow. This equation
calculates the cooling rate due to X-ray radiation (dM/dt ∝
LX /kT ) corrected for the gravitational work done on the gas as
it falls inward toward the center of the cluster’s gravitational
potential. There are currently no constraints on what f (ri )
should be, so we choose the mid-point (f (ri ) = 0.5). We note
that varying f (ri ) from 0 to 1 typically alters the estimate
of dM/dt by only ∼5%. We integrate the mass deposition
rate out to the radius at which the cooling time equals the
age of the universe at the epoch of the cluster. The resulting
dM/dt(r < rcool ) represents the time-averaged cooling rate if
the cluster as we currently observe it has been in equilibrium
for all time. We note that, by this definition, our sample ought
to have overall smaller cooling radii due to the fact that these
high-redshift clusters have had less time to cool than their lowredshift counterparts.

Figure 1. Comparison of 2D spectroscopic temperatures measured in an aperture
of r < 0.1 R500 (with AGN masked) to the 3D model temperature projected
onto the same annulus. The one-to-one correspondence (dashed line) between
the data and models suggest that our mass-modeling approach (Section 2.4)
yields reliable estimates of the central temperature for clusters that are relaxed.
Point color corresponds to redshift, from z = 0.3 (blue) to z = 1.2 (red),
indicating that the scatter in this plot is largely independent of redshift.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

3. RESULTS
This sample represents the largest and most complete sample
of galaxy clusters with X-ray observations at z  0.4. Given the
depth of our X-ray exposures, combined with the high angular
resolution of the Chandra X-Ray Observatory, we are in a unique
position to study the evolution of cooling in the ICM for similarmass clusters over timescales of ∼8 Gyr. In this section we will
present the broad results of this study, drawing comparisons to
samples of nearby clusters (e.g., White et al. 1997; Vikhlinin
et al. 2006, 2009; Cavagnolo et al. 2009; Hudson et al. 2010).
The interpretation of these results, as well as systematic errors
that may affect them, are discussed in Section 4.

2.5. Comparing Aperture and 3D Model Temperatures
In previous studies (e.g., Hudson et al. 2010), the central
entropy and cooling time are calculated from a combination of
3D, central electron density, ne,0 , and a 2D, aperture temperature
measured in some small aperture (e.g., r  0.05 R500 ). For
clusters with only ∼2000 X-ray counts, this central aperture
may only contain ∼100 counts, making the estimate of a central
temperature complicated. However, in cool core clusters, where
a significant fraction of the flux originates from this small
aperture, we can measure a reliable temperature and compare to
our 3D models described above.
In Figure 1, we show the measured spectroscopic temperature
(kT0,2D ) in an aperture of r < 0.1 R500 (with AGN masked),
where the outer radius was chosen to maximize the number of
X-ray counts, while still capturing the central temperature drop
in cool core clusters, following the universal profile shown in
Vikhlinin et al. (2006). The modeled 3D temperature profile
was projected onto this same aperture (kT0,3D ) to enable a fair
comparison of the two quantities. While the uncertainty in the
2D temperature for these small X-ray apertures is high, there
appears to be good agreement between the models and data
(reduced χ 2 = 87.2/83), suggesting that this technique is able
to recover the “true” central temperature of the cluster.
Based on this agreement, we feel confident extrapolating
inward into a regime without sufficient X-ray counts to measure
the spectroscopic temperature and proceed throughout Section 3
utilizing the central (r < 0.012 R500 ), deprojected model
temperatures to calculate tcool,0 and K0 . In Section 4 we will
return to the comparison between 2D and 3D quantities to
determine the dependence of our results on this extrapolation
and our choice of models. In Table 2 we provide the results of
both the 2D and 3D analyses for all 83 clusters in the SPT-XVP
sample.

3.1. Cooling Time and Entropy Profiles
In Figure 2, we present the radial entropy and cooling
time profiles for our full sample, based on the deprojection
procedures described in Section 2.4. For comparison, we show
the average entropy profiles for low-redshift cool core and
non-cool core clusters from Cavagnolo et al. (2009). Perhaps
surprisingly, there is no qualitative difference in the entropy
profiles between this sample of high-redshift, massive, SZselected clusters and the low-redshift sample of groups and
clusters presented in Cavagnolo et al. (2009).
Naively, one might expect the mean central entropy to
decrease with time, as clusters have had more time to cool.
However, the similarity between low-redshift clusters and this
sample, which has a median redshift of 0.63 and a median age
nearly half of the z ∼ 0 sample, indicates that the entropy
and cooling time profiles are unchanging. This suggests that the
characteristic entropy and cooling time profiles, having minimal
core entropies of ∼10 keV cm2 and cooling radii of ∼100 kpc,
were established at earlier times than we are probing with this
sample (z  1).
In order to look for evolution in the entropy profile, we
plot in Figure 3 the average entropy profile for cool core
6
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Figure 2. Radial entropy (K) and cooling time (tcool ) profiles for our full sample of SPT-selected clusters. The average entropy and cooling time curves from Cavagnolo
et al. (2009) for both cool core (blue) and non-cool core (red) clusters are shown in thick dashed lines, which are found to be in good qualitative agreement with
our high-z, more massive clusters. Overall, these profiles have similar shapes and normalization to low-redshift clusters, suggesting little evolution in the cooling
properties of massive clusters over the past ∼8 Gyr.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 3. Average entropy profiles for low-redshift (z < 0.1) clusters (Cavagnolo et al. 2009), as well as intermediate (0.3 < z < 0.75) and high (0.75 < z < 1.1)
redshift clusters from this work, divided into cool core and non-cool core bins based on their central entropy. This plot demonstrates that the inner ∼200 kpc of the
cluster experiences very little evolution in both the shape and normalization of the entropy profile over ∼8 Gyr. At large radii, the entropy appears to decrease with
increasing redshift, leading to overall shallower entropy profiles at early times. In the right panel, we apply the self-similar scaling from Pratt et al. (2010), E(z)4/3 ,
which shows that the central entropy is becoming slightly higher relative to the outer entropy profile as a function of redshift. The central entropy evolution in the
right panel could be thought of as the effect of “forcing” an evolutionary scaling in a regime where the profile is unevolving. Combined, these two plots suggest that
the outer profile is evolving as expected based on cosmological models, while the inner ∼100 kpc has no measurable evolution.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

relatively constant over timescales of ∼8 Gyr. The short cooling
times at these radii imply that the core entropy profile should
change on short timescales. The fact that this is not observed
suggests that some form of feedback has offset cooling on these
exceptionally long timescales, keeping the central entropy at
a constant value. There is evidence that mechanical feedback
from AGN is stable over such long periods of time (HlavacekLarrondo et al. 2012), perhaps maintaining the observed entropy
floor of 10 keV cm2 since z ∼ 1.2.

(K0 < 30 keV cm2 ) and non-cool core (K0 > 30 keV cm2 )
clusters in the SPT-XVP sample, divided into two redshift bins
corresponding to z < 0.75 and z > 0.75. These are compared
to the average profiles from Cavagnolo et al. (2009), for clusters
at z  0.1. In general, the average profiles are indistinguishable
in the inner few hundred kiloparsecs, with high-redshift clusters
having slightly higher entropy at small radii (r  200 kpc)
than their low-redshift counterparts. At larger radii, the profiles
vary according to the self-similar E(z)4/3 scaling (Pratt et al.
2010). These results suggest that the outer entropy profile is
following the gravitational collapse of the cluster, while the inner
profile has some additional physics governing its evolution, most
likely baryonic cooling. The mild central entropy evolution in
the right panel of Figure 3 could be thought of as the effect of
“forcing” an evolutionary scaling in a regime where the profile is
unevolving.
The combination of Figures 2 and 3 suggests that the cooling
properties of the ICM in the inner ∼200 kpc have remained

3.2. Distribution of Central Entropy,
Cooling Time, and Cooling Rate
In Figure 4, we compare the derived central entropy and
cooling time (see Section 2.4 for details on deriving central
quantities) for the SPT-XVP sample to those for the lowredshift clusters in the Chandra Cluster Cosmology Project
(hereafter CCCP; Vikhlinin et al. 2006, 2009). Overall, we
find excellent agreement between the two samples. While it
7
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Figure 4. Central entropy (K0 ) vs. central cooling time (tcool,0 ) for our full
sample of SPT-selected clusters, with the typical uncertainty shown in the bottom
right. Low-redshift clusters from the CCCP (Vikhlinin et al. 2009) are shown
as blue squares, and the best fit for a low-z sample from Hudson et al. (2010) is
shown in red. Both the SPT-XVP and CCCP data lie slightly above this line, as
is expected for higher-mass samples. Cavagnolo et al. (2009) found a bimodal
distribution of both tcool,0 and K0 around ∼1 Gyr and 30 keV cm2 , respectively.
We find similar, though less significant, minima in our cluster distributions
around these same values.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is unsurprising that these two quantities are correlated, due to
their similar dependence on both TX and ne , the normalization
and distribution of points along the sequence is reassuring. Both
the SPT-XVP and the CCCP clusters have a slightly higher
normalization than found by Hudson et al. (2010), which can
be accounted for by the fact that both of these samples target
more massive clusters. Indeed, Hudson et al. (2010) showed
that the scatter about the tcool,0 –K0 correlates with the cluster
temperature, with high-TX clusters lying above the relation and
low-TX groups lying below the relation. Similar to previous lowredshift studies (e.g., Cavagnolo et al. 2009; Hudson et al. 2010),
we see hints of multiple peaks in both tcool,0 and K0 , with minima
at ∼1 Gyr and 50 keV cm2 , respectively (e.g., Cavagnolo et al.
2009; Hudson et al. 2010). This threshold, separating cool core
from non-cool core clusters, appears to be unchanged between
the low-redshift and high-redshift samples. We will return to
this point in Section 3.3.
In Figure 5, we plot the distribution of mass deposition
rates, dM/dt, for our SPT-selected sample. We show the
integrated cooling rate within two radii: r(tcool = tUniv ) and
r(tcool = 7.7 Gyr). The former is more physically motivated,
representing the amount of gas that has had time to cool since the
cluster formed. The latter is motivated by the desire to have the
definition of the cooling radius be independent of redshift—the
choice of a 7.7 Gyr timescale is arbitrary and was chosen simply
to conform with the literature (e.g., O’Dea et al. 2008).
We find that clusters at high-z have overall smaller timeaveraged cooling rates, which is unsurprising given that they
have had less time to cool. If we remove this factor by instead computing the cooling rate within a non-evolving aperture
(r[tcool = 7.7 Gyr]), we find no significant difference between
the mass deposition rates measured in intermediate-redshift
(0.4 < z < 0.75) and high-redshift (0.75 < z < 1.1) clusters. These sub-samples have median mass deposition rates of

Figure 5. Distribution of classical mass deposition rates (dM/dt) for the SPTXVP sample, divided into intermediate-redshift (blue) and high-redshift (red)
bins. For comparison, we also show a sample of nearby clusters from White
et al. (gray histogram; 1997, LX  1.5 × 1044 erg s−1 ). In the top (a) and
bottom (b) panels, we consider two different definitions of the cooling radius:
(a) based on the age of the universe at the epoch of the cluster (Section 2.4.2),
and (b) a constant value of 7.7 G-manyr (e.g., O’Dea et al. 2008). We find that
the evolution observed in the mass deposition rate in the top panel (a) is due
to our definition of the cooling radius, which is based on the cluster age—if
we assume that all clusters have been cooling for the same amount of time, the
three samples are statistically identical. In the insets we show the cumulative
distribution, which further highlights the similarities between the three samples.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

49 M yr−1 and 57 M yr−1 (excluding non-cooling systems),
respectively. For comparison, we also show the distribution of
cooling rates for nearby clusters from White et al. (1997), for
which the distribution is cut off at dM/dt  50 M yr−1 due to
poorer sampling and, thus, reduced sensitivity to modest cooling rates. However, as evidenced by the cumulative distribution,
at dM/dt > 50 M yr−1 the three samples are nearly identical,
suggesting very little evolution in the rate of cooling in the ICM
over timescales of ∼8 Gyr.
8
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Figure 7. Evolution of surface brightness quantities from Vikhlinin et al. (2007),
α, and Santos et al. (2008), cSB . For comparison we show measurements for
low redshift clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Hudson et al. 2010; Santos et al.
2010). This figure confirms the strong evolution in cool core strength reported
by both Vikhlinin et al. (2007) and Santos et al. (2008), suggesting that the
cuspy surface brightness profiles associated with nearby cooling flows were not
present at z  0.7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

past ∼7 Gyr. In the absence of feedback, cool core clusters at
z ∼ 1 should have K0 → 0 in <1 Gyr.

Figure 6. Redshift evolution of the mass deposition rate (dM/dt), central
cooling time (tc,0 ), and central entropy (K0 ) for the sample presented in
this paper. Blue and red points represent cooling and non-cooling clusters,
respectively, with divisions following Figure 2. For comparison, we show nearby
X-ray selected samples (White et al. 1997; Vikhlinin et al. 2009), with cuts made
to mimic the SPT selection (LX > 1.5 × 1044 erg s−1 , M500 > 3 × 1014 M ).
This plot suggests that there has been little evolution in the cooling properties
of cluster cores over the range 0 < z < 1.2. The lower panel shows the
expectation for self-similar evolution of the central entropy (E(z)4/3 ; Pratt et al.
2010), which is consistent with the observations. The fact that the gas in central
∼100 kpc appears not to be cooling suggests that the balance between cooling
and feedback has been stable for several Gyr.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

3.4. Evolution of Cluster Surface Brightness Profiles
Figures 2–6 suggest that there is little change in the ICM
cooling properties in the cores of X-ray- and SZ-selected clusters
since z ∼ 1.2, in agreement with earlier studies at lower
redshift (e.g., Cavagnolo et al. 2009). However, several recent
studies have argued that high-redshift clusters are less centrally
concentrated than their low-redshift counterparts (Vikhlinin
et al. 2007; Santos et al. 2008, 2010) based on measurements of
surface brightness concentration, suggesting that “cool cores”
and “cooling flows” may not have the same evolution and, thus,
are not necessarily coupled at high redshift as they are now.
In Figure 7, we duplicate the analyses of Vikhlinin et al.
(2007), Santos et al. (2008), and Semler et al. (2012) in order to
look for evolution in the cool core properties. We find that the
number of galaxy clusters classified as “cool core” by both α
and cSB (see Section 2.3) decreases with redshift, from ∼40% at
z ∼ 0 to ∼10% at z  0.75. These results confirm the evolution
in cool core strength reported by Vikhlinin et al. (2007) and
Santos et al. (2008) for X-ray selected samples; however, the
evolution appears to be a bit slower for the SZ-selected sample,
with several strong cool cores in the range 0.5 < z < 0.75
(Semler et al. 2012). The higher fraction of “moderate” cool
cores in Figure 7 at higher redshift in consistent with recent work
by Santos et al. (2010). All samples agree that there is a lack of
strong, classical cool cores at z > 0.75, which seems to be in
opposition to the results presented in Figures 2–6 which suggest
no evolution in the cooling properties. One possible explanation
for this discrepancy is that both the concentration parameter,
cSB , and the cuspiness parameter, α, (see Equations (3) and (4))
assume no evolution in the scale radius of the cool core: cSB
assumes a radius of 40 kpc, while α uses 0.04 R500 .
To further investigate the surface brightness evolution, we
move away from single-parameter measures of surface brightness concentration and, instead, directly compare the X-ray surface brightness profiles for low- and high-redshift clusters in

3.3. Evolution of Cooling Flow Properties
Figures 3 and 5 suggest that the cooling properties of the
ICM vary little from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 1. In order to directly
quantify this, we show in Figure 6 the evolution of dM/dt,
K0 , and tcool,0 with redshift. For each quantity, we separate cool
core and non-cool core clusters using the following thresholds:
dM/dt > 0 M yr−1 , K0 < 30 keV cm2 , and tcool,0 < 1 Gyr.
This figure more clearly shows that there is very little, if any,
evolution in the cooling properties of SPT-selected clusters over
the range 0.3 < z < 1.2. We compare the range of dM/dt,
K0 , and tc,0 observed for these clusters to samples of nearby
clusters from White et al. (1997) and the CCCP and find no
appreciable change. The entropy floor, at K0 ∼ 10 keV cm2 , is
constant over the full redshift range of our sample, consistent
with earlier work by Cavagnolo et al. (2009) which covered
clusters at 0 < z  0.5. The data are also consistent with
the self-similar expectation (E(z)4/3 ; Pratt et al. 2010), which
predicts only a factor of ∼1.6 change in central entropy from
z = 1 to z = 0. This self-similar evolution is based on gravity
alone—the fact that it is an adequate representation of the data
in the central ∼100 kpc of clusters, where cooling processes
should be responsible for shaping the entropy profile, suggests
that cooling is offset exceptionally well over very long over the
9
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Figure 8. X-ray surface brightness profiles in the 0.5–2.0 keV energy band for the sample presented in this paper, normalized such that they are self-similar at large
radii. Profiles are separated into cool core (blue; K0 < 30 keV cm2 ) and non-cool core (red; K0 > 30 keV cm2 ). The centrally peaked surface brightness profile,
characteristic of a cooling-flow cluster, is present only in the low-redshift (z < 0.75) sample. At high redshift (z > 0.75) both cool-core and non-cool core clusters,
as defined by their central entropy, are indistinguishable from their surface brightness profiles alone. In the right panel, average surface brightness profiles are shown,
which demonstrate the similarity between low-redshift non-cool cores, high-redshift non-cool cores, and high-redshift cool cores.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

core clusters. Below, we discuss potential explanations for these
results, along with systematics that may be confusing the issue.

Figure 8. At z < 0.75, we confirm that, overall, clusters with
low central entropy (K0 < 30 keV cm2 ) have more centrally
concentrated surface brightness profiles than those with high
central entropy (K0 > 30 keV cm2 ). However, at high redshift
(z > 0.75) we find a lack of strongly concentrated clusters,
with only a weak increase in concentration for the clusters with
low central entropy, consistent with earlier studies of distant
X-ray-selected clusters (e.g., Vikhlinin et al. 2007; Santos et al.
2008, 2010). This difference in surface brightness concentration
is not a result of increased spatial resolution for low-redshift
clusters—the difference in spatial resolution between the centers of these redshift bins is only ∼30%.
This result becomes even more dramatic when the data are
deprojected into gas density, rather than surface brightness,
and including z ∼ 0 clusters for comparison. In Figure 9, we
compare the ICM gas density profiles for the sample presented
in this work to a low-redshift sample (CCCP; Vikhlinin et al.
2009). We restrict the low-redshift sample to clusters with
M500 > 3 × 1014 M , in order to approximate the SPTselection cut. This comparison is particularly appropriate since
our reduction and analysis pipeline is identical to that used by
Vikhlinin et al. (2009). Figure 9 shows that the 3D gas density
profiles become more centrally concentrated with decreasing
redshift, with nearly an order of magnitude difference in central
gas density between cool core clusters at z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 0.9.
On the contrary, non-cooling clusters (K0 > 30 keV cm2 )
experience no appreciable evolution in the central physical
density over the same timescale. The combination of Figures 8
and 9 seem to suggest that the dense cores which are associated
with cooling flows have built up slowly over the past ∼8 Gyr.
This scenario would explain the lack of centrally concentrated,
or “cuspy,” clusters at high redshift.

4.1. The Origin of Cool Cores
The results presented thus far suggest that the dense cores
associated with cooling flow clusters were not as pronounced
∼8 Gyr ago, despite the fact that clusters at these early times
had similar cooling rates and central entropy (Figure 6). We
propose that these cores have grown over time as a direct result
of cooling flows being halted by feedback. In this scenario, gas
from larger radii cools and flows inward, but it hits a “cooling
floor” at ∼10 keV cm2 , below which cooling is less efficient.
This floor is likely a result of some form of feedback, with the
most promising explanation currently being mechanical energy
injection from the central AGN (e.g., Fabian 2012; McNamara
& Nulsen 2012). This concept of a cooling floor is supported
by observations. Peterson & Fabian (2006) show, using high
resolution X-ray spectroscopy of nearby galaxy clusters, that gas
at temperatures less than ∼1/3 of the ambient ICM temperature
is cooling orders of magnitude less effectively than predicted.
Further, in agreement with Cavagnolo et al. (2009), we show
in Figure 6 that there is a lower entropy limit in the cores of
galaxy clusters of ∼10 keV cm2 which is roughly constant over
the range 0 < z < 1.2. The fact that the ICM appears unable
to cool efficiently below ∼1/3 of the ambient temperature, or
∼10 keV cm2 , implies that, if material is indeed flowing into the
cluster core, then we should observe a build up of low-entropy
gas in the core.
To test this hypothesis, we measure the “cool core mass” for
all clusters in our sample with K0 < 30 keV cm2 . The cool core
mass is defined as
 0.1 R500
Mcool = 4π
(ρg − ρg, NCC )r 2 dr,
(10)

4. DISCUSSION

0

where ρg, NCC represents the median non-cool core (K0 >
150 keV cm2 ) density profile (Figure 9) and the outer radius
of 0.1 R500 is roughly where the uncertainty in ρg is similar in
scale to the difference between the median cool core and noncool core profiles. In Figure 10, we plot the cool core mass,
Mcool , versus redshift for the full sample of SPT-XVP clusters
with K0 < 30 keV cm2 , including five nearby (z < 0.1) clusters
from Vikhlinin et al. (2006). We find a rapid evolution in the

Figures 2–9 present an interesting story. The cooling properties of the ICM in the most massive galaxy clusters appear
to be relatively constant—that is, classical cooling rates are not
getting any higher and central entropies are not getting any
lower—since z ∼ 1.2. Over the same timescale, the central gas
density has increased by roughly an order of magnitude in clusters exhibiting cooling signatures, leading to considerably more
concentrated surface brightness profiles in low-redshift cool
10
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Figure 9. Gas density profiles for an X-ray-selected sample of nearby clusters (CCCP; Vikhlinin et al. 2009), as well as the sample of SPT-selected clusters presented
in this work. In the upper panels we show all of the profiles, scaled in terms of the critical density (ρcrit ) and R500 . In the middle row, we show the median profiles
for clusters with K0 < 30 keV cm2 (blue) and K0 > 30 keV cm2 (red). In the bottom row we classify “non-cool cores” as having K0 > 150 keV cm2 (Hudson
et al. 2010), which further highlights the difference between cool cores and non-cool cores. In the rightmost column, we show all of the median profiles together,
demonstrating the substantial evolution in the median gas density profile as a function of redshift. This figure shows clearly that the 3D gas density is becoming more
centrally concentrated over time in cool core clusters, while remaining nearly constant in non-cool core clusters.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

total cool core mass, with an order of magnitude increase in
Mcool between z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 0.5. As we show in Figure 10,
the median growth is fully consistent with a constant cooling
flow since z = 1 with dM/dt = 150 M yr−1 . The range of
cool core masses is consistent with cooing flowing initiating
at 0.8  z  2, providing the first constraints on the onset of
cooling in galaxy clusters.
Figure 10 suggests that cool cores at z ∼ 0 are a direct
result of long-standing cooling flows (Figure 5) coupled with
a constant entropy floor (Figure 6)—most likely the result of
AGN feedback. The long-standing balance between cooling and
feedback prevents gas from cooling completely and, instead,
leads to an accumulation of cool gas in the core of the cluster.
Such a build-up of low-entropy, cool material is demonstrated
in simulations of galaxy clusters for which the energy loss by
cooling is matched by AGN feedback over timescales of several
Gyr (e.g., Gaspari et al. 2011).
This simple evolutionary scenario, which we offer as an
explanation for the increase in central gas density in clusters
from z ∼ 1 to z ∼ 0.5, is based on a sample of massive
(M500 > 2 × 1014 M ), rich galaxy clusters. While the cooling
rate (dM/dt) is proportional to cluster mass (White et al.
1997), there is no evidence that the presence of a cool core
is dependent on whether the host is a rich galaxy cluster or a
poor group (McDonald et al. 2011a). Thus, if these trends hold
at z
0.1, we would expect future surveys of low-mass, highredshift clusters, via optical (e.g., LSST; Tyson 2002) or X-ray
(e.g., eRosita; Predehl et al. 2007) detection, to see a similar
decline in the cuspiness of cool cores at high redshift. At this
point, however, such an extrapolation to lower masses is purely
speculative.

Figure 10. Cool core gas mass within 0.1 R500 as a function of redshift for
clusters with K0 < 30 keV cm2 from the CCCP (open squares) and SPTXVP (filled squares). Here, the cool core mass represents the volume-integrated
difference between the median “non-cool core” (K0 > 150 keV cm2 ) profile and
the cluster density profile. Individual clusters are shown as filled gray squares,
while the averages in three redshift bins are shown as black circles. Black
circles represent the median values in three bins: z < 0.1, 0.3 < z < 0.75, and
0.75 < z < 1.2. The median growth of cool cores is well modeled by a constant
cooling flow (dM/dt = 150 M yr−1 ) that began at z = 1, with the full range
of points being consistent with cooling flows beginning at 0.8 < z < 2. This
plot suggests that cooling flows do bring low-entropy material into the core
of the cluster, but that some form of feedback prevents this gas from cooling
completely, leading to the build-up of low-entropy gas in the cluster core. This
scenario is in agreement with the lack of evolution of dM/dt and its peak value
reported in Figure 5, coupled with the constant entropy floor of 10 keV cm2
shown in Figure 6.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 12. The fraction of clusters harboring a cooling flow or cool core, as
determined by a variety of indicators, vs. redshift. This figure demonstrates the
difficulty in classifying cool core clusters at z > 0.75, where the cooling rate is
high, but the density profile is not cuspy. Low-redshift points here come from
Figures 6 and 7. We have chosen slightly different thresholds for K0 and cSB than
in previous plots, in order to reduce the scatter at z < 0.5 where these parameters
should all agree on the cool core fraction. We show in the lower left corner the
typical uncertainty on the cool core fraction for each bin. For comparison, we
also show the fraction of low-redshift clusters with strong emission line nebulae,
which are generally indicative of a cool core (gray shaded region; McDonald
2011).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 11. Central temperature, measured within r < 0.05 R500 , for cool core
clusters as a function of redshift. Black circles represent the mean redshift and
central temperature in three redshift bins. The binned points are inconsistent
with the hypothesis of no evolution (dkT /dz = 0) at the 1σ level (67%
confidence). The long-dashed line here represents the self-similar expectation
(i.e., factoring in that high-z clusters are lower mass and, thus, cooler in general),
while the short-dashed line represents no evolution in the central entropy, K0
(see Figure 6). This figure suggests that present day cool cores are warmer
than their high-z counterparts, although we are unable to distinguish if this is
purely due to self-similar evolution, or if there may be some contribution from
feedback in order to prevent the central entropy from reaching <10 keV cm2 .

balanced heating source. While at first glance it would appear
that the amount of energy injected by feedback must increase
rapidly to offset increased cooling (Lcool ∝ n2e T 1/2 ), much of
this is offset by the fact that the gravitational potential in the
core is increasing, leading to more heating as cooling material
falls into the potential well. So, while cool cores are becoming
denser with decreasing redshift, the actual cooling rates, and by
extension the energy needed for feedback to offset cooling, have
remained nearly constant since z ∼ 1.
Recent observations of the “Phoenix Cluster” (McDonald
et al. 2012a, 2013) suggest that some clusters may undergo
episodes of runaway cooling, perhaps before the feedback responsible for establishing the cooling flow was fully established,
or that the feedback mechanism is strongly episodic.

4.2. The Evolution of ICM Cooling
In Figure 6, we show that there is no measurable evolution in
the minimum central entropy, K0 , over the range 0.3 < z < 1.2.
Coupled with the apparent increase in central density, this would
imply that cool cores today are warmer than their high-z counterparts. Since a detailed spatial comparison, such as we did for
density, is more challenging with a spectroscopically measured
quantity, we reduce the problem to a single measurement of
“central” temperature. Here we define the central temperature
as the spectroscopically measured temperature within 0.05 R500 ,
with central point sources masked. We consider here only systems with K0 < 30 keV cm2 , which are the most centrally concentrated systems in our sample, allowing us to use a smaller
aperture than in Figure 1.
In Figure 11, we see that, indeed, for clusters classified as cool
core on the basis of their central entropy (K0 < 30 keV cm2 ),
central temperature increases with decreasing redshift. The
slope of this relation is equally consistent with the expected
self-similar evolution, as well as what is required to have no
evolution in K0 over this redshift interval (dashed line, see
also Figure 6). This figure seems to suggest that there may be
some additional heating in low-redshift cluster cores above the
self-similar expectation, perhaps resulting from AGN feedback.
However, we stress that these data are insufficient to distinguish
between these two scenarios, and so we defer any further
speculation on the evolution of the central temperature to an
upcoming paper which will perform a careful stacking analysis
of these clusters.
The combined evidence presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2
support the scenario that cooling material has been gradually
building up in cluster cores over the last ∼8 Gyr, but has
been prevented from completely cooling by an almost perfectly

4.3. The Cool Core/Cooling Flow Fraction
Much effort has recently focused on determining the fraction
of high-redshift clusters which harbor a cool core (Vikhlinin
et al. 2007; Santos et al. 2008, 2010; Samuele et al. 2011;
McDonald 2011; Semler et al. 2012). However, based on the
results of this paper, we now know that the inferred evolution in
the cool core fraction depends strongly on the criteria that are
used to classify cool cores. In Figure 12 we demonstrate this
point, showing that the measured fraction of high-z cool cores
is drastically different if the classification of cool cores is based
on the presence of cooling (K0 , tcool,0 , dM/dt; ∼35%) or cooled
(α, cSB ; ∼5%) gas. This figure shows that, at high redshift, it
is important to differentiate between “cooling flows” and “cool
cores” when classifying galaxy clusters as cooling or not—a
distinction which is unnecessary in nearby clusters.
Figure 12 shows that the fraction of strongly-cooling clusters
(dM/dt > 50 M yr−1 , K0 < 35 keV cm2 , tcool,0 < 1 Gyr)
12
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Figure 14. Similar to Figure 6, but with the central entropy calculated using a 2D
aperture. Open triangles show low-redshift clusters from the CCCP, while filled
crosses represent data from this work (SPT-XVP). This figure demonstrates that,
regardless of the method used to estimate the central entropy, there appears to
be no evolution over the range 0 < z < 1.2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

matter halo and hydrostatic equilibrium (see Section 2.3).
While we established in Section 2.5 that these estimates are
reliable, it is worthwhile to investigate whether any of the
observed evolutionary trends are due to this approach. In
Figure 13, we compare the central entropy calculated using
a 2D, spectroscopically measured temperature (see Section 2.5)
to our 3D model calculation. We find very good one-to-one
agreement between these two quantities, with the scatter being
uncorrelated with redshift. This suggests that the observed lack
of evolution in K0 is not a result of our modeling technique.
We further demonstrate this in Figure 14, showing the evolution
of the central entropy based on the 2D central temperature.
Comparing to low-redshift clusters from the CCCP, with K0,2D
calculated in the same way, we confirm the lack of evolution in
the central entropy from Figure 6 over the range 0 < z < 1.2.

Figure 13. Comparison of central entropy (K0 ) measured in a 2D aperture with
r < 0.1 R500 to our 3D models projected onto the same annulus. In the lower
panel the mean residuals in three different redshift bins are shown as black
crosses. This figure demonstrates that the 2D and 3D measurements agree well
with each other, and any differences are redshift independent.

undergoes little evolution over the range 0.3 < z < 1.2. This
is qualitatively apparent in Figure 6. The fraction of strongly+10
cooling clusters increases from 25+11
−5 % to 35−10 %, consistent
at the 1σ level with no change. This figure shows that, not
only is the rate at which the ICM is cooling roughly constant
since z ∼ 1 (Figures 5 and 6), but the fraction of clusters that
experience strong cooling is also nearly constant over similar
timescales.
It is also worth noting here the overall agreement in Figure 12
between the evolution of ICM cooling inferred from X-ray
properties (this work) and optical properties (McDonald 2011)
at z  0.5. The latter sample was drawn from optically selected
catalogues, and used emission-line nebulae as a probe of ICM
cooling. This overall agreement suggests that the evolution of
cooling properties is relatively independent of how the clusters
are selected (optical versus SZ). The steep rise in the cooling
fraction at z < 0.5 was interpreted by McDonald (2011) as
being due to timing—we are seeing clusters transitioning from
“weak” to “strong” cool cores as the central cooling time drops
over time.

4.4.2. Increased SZ Signal in Cool Cores

In the central regions of cool core clusters, the increased
density leads to a substantial increase in the inner pressure
profile (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). This should, in turn,
lead to an increase in the SZ detection significance, biasing SZselected samples toward detecting clusters with dense cores.
However, given the small relative volume and mass of cool
cores to the rest of the cluster, we expect this bias to be small.
This bias was first quantified via detailed numerical simulations
by Motl et al. (2005). These authors found that integrated SZ
quantities were relatively unbiased. In simulations that allowed
unrestricted radiative cooling, the logarithmic slope, α, of the
M500 –ySZ relation increased by ∼7.5% over their non-cooling
counterparts. It is well understood that galaxy clusters which
are simulated without feedback or star formation become too
centrally concentrated (the “over-cooling problem”; Balogh
et al. 2001), so this represents the upper limit of the SZ bias due
to the presence of ICM cooling. When Motl et al. (2005) include
star formation and stellar feedback—which yields the most
realistic-looking cool core clusters—the difference in α between
cooing and non-cooling clusters is reduced to ∼1%. The
relatively small bias of SZ integrated quantities was confirmed
by Pipino & Pierpaoli (2010), who explicitly simulated the
bias for an SPT-like survey and found that, at masses above
∼2 × 1014 M , the observed fraction of non-cool cores with

4.4. Potential Biases
While the observed cool core evolution presented here is
interesting, it may suffer from a combination of several biases
in both the sample selection and in the analysis. Below we
address four biases and quantify their effects on the observed
cool core evolution.
4.4.1. Three-Dimensional Mass Modeling

The results presented thus far rely on our ability to estimate
the central temperature based on assumptions about the dark
13
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would decrease from five to two. Perhaps most importantly,
the increase in cSB resulting from changing the center to the
X-ray peak appears to have no dependence on redshift, as
the lower panel of Figure 15 demonstrates. Thus, while the
choice of center certainly affects the shape of the density profile,
there is no evidence that this could result in low-z clusters being
measured to be more centrally concentrated than their high-z
counterparts.
4.4.4. Radio-loud and Star-forming BCGs

There is a strong correlation in the local universe between
the presence of a cool core and radio emission from the BCG
(Sun 2009), which may conspire to fill in the SZ signal for
the strongest cool cores. Intuitively, this bias should tend to
be strongest for nearby clusters (since the SZ signal is nearly
redshift independent, but radio flux is not), which would lead to
a bias against detecting strong cool cores at low redshift with the
SZ effect. This is exactly the opposite of what we observe—the
strongest cool cores in our sample are all at z < 0.75, with a
general lack of such systems at high redshift. We can further
quantify this bias by appealing to Figure 3 from Sayers et al.
(2013), which presents a correlation between radio flux density
and the SZ bias for Bolocam, which has a similar frequency
coverage to SPT. This figure demonstrates that a 140 GHz flux
density of >0.5 mJy is required to produce more than a 1%
change in the SZ S/N measurement. Assuming a typical radio
luminosity for strong cool cores of 1032 erg s−1 Hz−1 (Sun
2009), and a spectral index of α = −0.8, we find a typical
140 GHz flux at z = 0.3 of 0.9 mJy, corresponding to an SZ
bias of ∼3%. While there certainly may be systems with higher
radio luminosity in this sample, we note that this bias becomes
substantially weaker with increasing redshift. This conclusion
qualitatively agrees with estimates from radio observations of
clusters which found that correlated radio emission is negligible
relative to the SZ signal at 150 GHz for typical clusters in the
SPT mass and redshift range (Lin et al. 2009; Sehgal et al.
2010) Thus, we conclude that radio-loud BCGs should not
substantially bias our sample against cool core clusters, and
certainly can not drive the observed growth of cool cores that
we observe.
The most star-forming BCG in this sample is in the Phoenix
cluster (SPT-CLJ2344-4243; McDonald et al. 2012a, 2013),
with a star formation rate of ∼800 M yr−1 . In McDonald et al.
(2012a) we demonstrated that, at 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm, the flux
of this source would be ∼0.5 mJy and ∼0.1 mJy, respectively.
This is significantly lower than the detection limit of the SPT
(∼20 mJy), suggesting that star formation has a negligible effect
on the SZ signal. Since the other 82 clusters in this sample have
significantly lower star formation rates, we conclude that starforming BCGs are not biasing our selection for or against cool
cores.

Figure 15. Comparison of X-ray surface brightness concentration (cSB ) measured around the X-ray peak and the large-scale centroid. Dotted lines represent the thresholds for weak cool cores (cSB > 0.075) and strong cool cores
(cSB > 0.155 from Santos et al. 2008). This figure demonstrates that, while cSB
is biased high when measuring around the X-ray peak, this bias appears to have
no redshift dependence and is likely not responsible for the observed evolution
in cool core density profiles. The three outliers in this plot are SPT-CLJ01024915, SPT-CLJ0411-4819, and SPT-CLJ0307-6226—all of which have cores
displaced from the centroid of the large-scale emission.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the SPT should be nearly identical to the true fraction. In an
upcoming publication (Lin et al., in preparation), we further
show that this small bias is nearly redshift independent. Thus,
while there is a small bias in the SZ signal due to the presence of
a low-entropy core, we do not expect this bias to seriously alter
our results, due both to its small magnitude and weak redshift
dependence.
4.4.3. X-Ray Centroid Determination

In Section 2.2 we describe our method of determining the
cluster center, which is based on the X-ray emission in an
annulus of 250–500 kpc. This method, which reduces scatter in
X-ray scaling relations by finding the large-scale center rather
than what may be the displaced core, will yield less centrally
concentrated density profiles than if we chose the X-ray peak as
the cluster center. Regardless of how the center is defined, we
can investigate how our choice can affect the resulting density
profile.
In Figure 15, we compare the measured surface brightness
concentration (cSB ; Santos et al. 2008) based on our largescale centroid and the X-ray peak. This figure confirms that,
for relaxed strong cool cores, the X-ray peak and the largescale centroid are nearly equivalent. By switching to cSB,peak ,
the number of high-z strong cool cores (cSB > 0.155) would
remain constant at one, while the number of low-z strong
cool cores would increase from five to seven. Repeating this
exercise for moderate cool cores (0.075 < cSB < 0.155) we
find increases of five (from one to six) and two (from three
to five) for high- and low-redshift clusters, respectively. This
large difference is primarily due to the arbitrary definition of
moderate cool cores—if we switched to a threshold of 0.07
rather than 0.075, the number of high-z clusters which would
be re-classified as moderate cool cores by re-defining the center

4.4.5. X-Ray Underluminous Clusters

If there is a population of galaxy clusters at high-z which
meet our mass threshold (M500 > 2×1014 M ) but are gas-poor
(fgas
0.125) and, as a result, go undetected in the SPT survey,
then our estimate of the cool core fraction (e.g., Figure 12) would
be biased high. Such “X-ray underluminous” clusters have
been identified in large optical surveys, and may be the result
of either delayed assembly of the ICM or strong interactions
that strip a substantial fraction of the hot gas. However, these
systems are, in general, lower mass than the clusters which we
consider here. Indeed, Koester et al. (2007) show, using a sample
14
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Figure 16. X-ray data for all 83 clusters presented in this work. For each cluster, we show a smoothed X-ray image (0.5–5.0 keV), a surface brightness profile
(Section 2.3), and a three-bin projected temperature profile (Section 2.4). On both the surface brightness and temperature profiles, we overlay (gray curve) the best-fit
models from our mass-modeling technique (Section 2.4). These images demonstrate the ability of our algorithm to accurately predict the central temperature given only
a coarse temperature profile combined with a well-sampled gas density profile and assumptions about the dark matter halo. With few exceptions, this technique provides
an excellent fit to the projected temperature profiles, regardless of whether the cluster is relaxed (e.g., SPT-CLJ2344-4243) or disturbed (e.g., SPT-CLJ0542-4100).

of 13,823 optically selected galaxy clusters, that there is a
near one-to-one correspondence between optically selected and
X-ray selected clusters at the high mass end, with the fraction of
X-ray underluminous clusters increasing with decreasing cluster
richness. Thus, assuming we can extrapolate this to high redshift,
we do not expect that our results are seriously biased by the
presence of a significant population of massive, high-redshift,
gas-poor galaxy clusters.

selected sample provides a unique opportunity to study the
evolution of the cooling ICM in clusters from z = 0.3
to z = 1.2.
We find no evolution in the cooling properties of the ICM
over this large redshift range, with the average entropy and
cooling time profiles remaining roughly constant in the inner
∼100 kpc despite the outer profile (r > 200 kpc) following
self-similar evolution. The distribution of the central entropy
(K0 ), central cooling time (tcool,0 ), and mass deposition rate
(dM/dt) in cool core clusters remains unchanged from z = 0
to z = 1.2. Further, the fraction of clusters experiencing strong
cooling (∼30%) has not changed significantly over the 8 Gyr
sampled here. The fact that the cooling properties of galaxy
clusters are not evolving suggests that feedback is balancing
cooling on very long (∼8 Gyr) timescales.

5. SUMMARY
We present X-ray observations of 83 massive SZ-selected
clusters from the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey, which includes the
first results of a large Chandra X-Ray Observatory program to
observe the 80 most-significant clusters detected at z > 0.4
from the first 2000 deg2 of the SPT-SZ survey. This uniformly15
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Figure 16. (Continued)

We observe a strong evolution in the central density of galaxy
clusters over this same timescale, with the average ρg,0 /ρcrit
increasing by a factor of ∼10 in this same redshift interval.
We find a general lack of centrally concentrated cool cores at

z > 0.75, consistent with earlier reports of a lack of cool cores
at high redshift from X-ray surveys. We show that this steady
growth of cool cores from z > 1 to z = 0 is consistent with
a cooling flow of ∼150 M yr−1 , which is unable to reach
16
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Figure 16. (Continued)

galaxy clusters. This work represents the first observations
of galaxy clusters that span a broad enough redshift range
and are sufficiently well-selected to track the growth of cool
cores from their formation. These measurements give further

entropies below 10 keV cm2 , leading to an accumulation of
cool gas in the central ∼100 kpc. In order to build cool cores
of the observed masses at z ∼ 0, we estimate that cooling
flows would need to begin at 0.8 < z < 2.0 in most massive
17
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Figure 16. (Continued)
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Figure 16. (Continued)
Table 2
Cooling Properties of 83 Clusters in the SPT-XVP Sample
(1)
Cluster Name

(2)
ne,0
(cm−3 )

(3)
kT0
(keV)

(4)
cSB

(5)
α

(6)
K0
(keV cm2 )

(7)
tcool,0
(Gyr)

(8)
dM/dt7.7
(M yr−1 )

(9)
dM/dtUniv
(M yr−1 )

SPT-CLJ0000-5748

0.164+0.004
−0.004

4.2 ± 0.6

0.29+0.03
−0.04

1.00 ± 0.04

14.1+2.2
−2.1

0.18+0.03
−0.03

437.3+68.1
−51.9

437.3+68.1
−51.9

SPT-CLJ0013-4906

0.007+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.042+0.002
−0.002
0.009+0.001
−0.001
0.018+0.000
−0.000
0.031+0.001
−0.001
0.025+0.001
−0.001
0.009+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.005+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.008+0.000
−0.000
0.017+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.019+0.000
−0.000
0.020+0.001
−0.001
0.058+0.001
−0.001
0.011+0.000
−0.000
0.015+0.000
−0.000
0.008+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.003+0.000
−0.000
0.055+0.001
−0.001
0.007+0.000
−0.000

8.0 ± 1.6

0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.01
0.08+0.01
−0.03
0.08+0.03
−0.04
0.07+0.00
−0.02
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.07+0.01
−0.02
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.18+0.01
−0.03
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.02+0.01
−0.01
0.13+0.01
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02

0.09 ± 0.01

229.8+50.9
−49.5
309.6+42.1
−41.2
19.2+12.4
−11.8
115.7+183.8
−161.9
108.0+29.9
−28.9
24.0+18.5
−17.8
10.3+6.1
−5.8
364.6+54.5
−53.8
276.3+61.9
−60.1
307.7+70.5
−67.7
264.9+130.5
−123.3
238.6+70.9
−66.9
105.5+48.6
−47.0
340.7+108.6
−104.5
21.8+21.3
−20.7
21.3+12.2
−11.6
38.1+4.4
−4.3
61.8+35.9
−35.0
104.3+31.9
−31.1
58.6+26.5
−25.7
547.9+130.1
−125.9
441.8+112.6
−109.6
28.0+5.6
−5.5
204.9+67.4
−65.6

6.83+1.57
−1.51
11.44+1.63
−1.58
0.47+0.31
−0.29
3.67+6.13
−5.08
2.34+0.67
−0.64
0.64+0.51
−0.48
0.29+0.18
−0.16
7.10+1.09
−1.07
9.77+2.28
−2.18
10.03+2.43
−2.29
10.62+5.46
−5.02
6.06+1.92
−1.76
2.42+1.14
−1.09
12.14+4.03
−3.81
0.73+0.72
−0.69
0.70+0.41
−0.38
0.63+0.08
−0.08
2.20+1.30
−1.25
2.55+0.80
−0.77
2.47+1.15
−1.09
14.71+3.64
−3.47
14.72+3.88
−3.73
0.53+0.11
−0.11
6.31+2.13
−2.05

...

33.3+8.5
−5.6

SPT-CLJ0014-4952
SPT-CLJ0033-6326
SPT-CLJ0037-5047
SPT-CLJ0040-4407
SPT-CLJ0058-6145
SPT-CLJ0102-4603
SPT-CLJ0102-4915
SPT-CLJ0123-4821
SPT-CLJ0142-5032
SPT-CLJ0151-5954
SPT-CLJ0156-5541
SPT-CLJ0200-4852
SPT-CLJ0212-4657
SPT-CLJ0217-5245
SPT-CLJ0232-5257
SPT-CLJ0234-5831
SPT-CLJ0236-4938
SPT-CLJ0243-5930
SPT-CLJ0252-4824
SPT-CLJ0256-5617
SPT-CLJ0304-4401
SPT-CLJ0304-4921
SPT-CLJ0307-5042

7.4 ± 0.9
2.3 ± 1.4
5.1 ± 7.3
7.5 ± 1.9
2.4 ± 1.7
0.9 ± 0.5
16.2 ± 2.3
7.3 ± 1.5
8.5 ± 1.7
6.2 ± 2.8
9.7 ± 2.5
7.0 ± 3.0
8.2 ± 2.4
1.6 ± 1.5
1.6 ± 0.8
5.7 ± 0.6
3.1 ± 1.7
6.4 ± 1.9
2.3 ± 1.0
14.2 ± 3.1
10.1 ± 2.4
4.0 ± 0.8
7.2 ± 2.2

0.03 ± 0.00
0.77 ± 0.06
0.41 ± 0.14
0.38 ± 0.04
0.63 ± 0.06
0.66 ± 0.09
0.06 ± 0.00
0.09 ± 0.04
0.06 ± 0.01
0.02 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.06
0.52 ± 0.05
0.04 ± 0.01
0.75 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.05
0.80 ± 0.05
0.54 ± 0.04
0.35 ± 0.05
0.44 ± 0.06
0.04 ± 0.01
0.04 ± 0.01
0.76 ± 0.03
0.16 ± 0.05

20

...

...

57.1+87.8
−21.5

83.1+127.8
−31.4

0.0+−0.0
−0.0

0.0+−0.0
−0.0

86.2+29.6
−17.6
25.4+70.3
−10.8
58.7+74.1
−21.0

159.8+54.9
−32.5

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

15.2+42.1
−6.4
58.7+74.1
−21.0

...

...

...

2.4+1.9
−0.7

...

...

5.8+100.7
−2.8

5.8+100.7
−2.8

40.4+46.6
−14.1

40.4+46.6
−14.1

427.8+46.7
−38.4
2.2+2.8
−0.8
15.2+6.2
−3.4
2.3+1.7
−0.7

427.8+46.7
−38.4

...

...

...

...

139.0+31.9
−21.9

194.7+44.7
−30.7

...

...

2.2+2.8
−0.8
15.2+6.2
−3.4
2.3+1.7
−0.7
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Table 2
(Continued)

(1)
Cluster Name

(2)
ne,0
(cm−3 )

(3)
kT0
(keV)

(4)
cSB

(5)
α

(6)
K0
(keV cm2 )

(7)
tcool,0
(Gyr)

SPT-CLJ0307-6225

0.003+0.000
−0.000

6.4 ± 1.2

0.03+0.00
−0.02

0.04 ± 0.01

322.7+66.6
−64.1

13.91+3.04
−2.87

...

...

SPT-CLJ0310-4647

0.025+0.001
−0.001
0.025+0.001
−0.001
0.008+0.000
−0.000
0.057+0.001
−0.001
0.037+0.001
−0.001
0.015+0.000
−0.000
0.015+0.000
−0.000
0.025+0.001
−0.001
0.005+0.000
−0.000
0.086+0.002
−0.002
0.003+0.000
−0.000
0.023+0.000
−0.000
0.047+0.001
−0.001
0.004+0.001
−0.001
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.008+0.000
−0.000
0.056+0.001
−0.001
0.018+0.001
−0.001
0.020+0.001
−0.001
0.025+0.000
−0.000
0.020+0.001
−0.001
0.005+0.000
−0.000
0.009+0.000
−0.000
0.008+0.000
−0.000
0.024+0.000
−0.000
0.005+0.000
−0.000
0.016+0.000
−0.000
0.026+0.001
−0.001
0.002+0.000
−0.000
0.143+0.002
−0.002
0.012+0.000
−0.000
0.012+0.000
−0.000
0.032+0.001
−0.001
0.012+0.000
−0.000
0.007+0.000
−0.000
0.010+0.000
−0.000
0.060+0.002
−0.002
0.054+0.001
−0.001
0.013+0.000
−0.000
0.026+0.001
−0.001
0.002+0.000
−0.000
0.033+0.000
−0.000
0.007+0.000
−0.000
0.037+0.001
−0.001
0.017+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.004+0.000
−0.000
0.102+0.002
−0.002
0.017+0.000
−0.000
0.013+0.000
−0.000

3.1 ± 1.1

0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.09+0.02
−0.03
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.18+0.01
−0.03
0.08+0.01
−0.02
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.07+0.02
−0.03
0.09+0.01
−0.03
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.21+0.02
−0.03
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.07+0.00
−0.02
0.13+0.02
−0.03
0.02+0.00
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.13+0.01
−0.03
0.07+0.02
−0.03
0.04+0.01
−0.03
0.01+0.01
−0.01
0.07+0.01
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.01
0.09+0.01
−0.03
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02
0.31+0.02
−0.04
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.10+0.01
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02
0.13+0.01
−0.03
0.15+0.01
−0.03
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.08+0.01
−0.03
0.02+0.01
−0.01
0.07+0.00
−0.02
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.09+0.00
−0.02
0.10+0.01
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.03+0.00
−0.02
0.22+0.02
−0.04
0.06+0.00
−0.02
0.05+0.00
−0.02

0.51 ± 0.05

35.9+14.4
−13.7
40.8+21.6
−20.7
37.1+16.2
−15.9
29.4+4.4
−4.2
13.7+7.3
−7.0
40.7+26.0
−25.0
44.2+25.4
−24.5
36.5+30.4
−28.9
274.3+74.5
−71.9
32.5+4.5
−4.4
407.6+718.4
−688.2
110.3+19.4
−19.1
26.1+7.7
−7.5
286.9+110.5
−95.5
358.9+223.3
−215.3
264.5+146.4
−142.4
25.0+7.7
−7.6
29.2+19.3
−18.5
13.5+16.2
−15.0
133.8+54.3
−52.9
70.4+37.6
−36.1
329.4+91.8
−89.7
128.3+48.7
−47.2
90.1+25.7
−25.2
56.6+14.6
−14.2
655.7+458.4
−434.8
189.8+39.9
−38.9
41.9+41.9
−40.2
362.8+93.4
−88.8
12.7+1.0
−1.0
135.8+26.8
−25.9
79.4+30.2
−29.3
155.6+84.1
−81.4
40.3+26.6
−25.6
98.5+36.2
−35.1
65.0+28.6
−27.5
15.8+7.2
−6.9
26.8+6.0
−5.8
77.0+26.8
−25.9
22.7+9.9
−9.5
680.8+1385.5
−1345.6
128.0+9.5
−9.4
207.9+56.4
−54.7
45.8+11.4
−11.2
147.9+27.8
−27.0
158.8+115.7
−111.6
417.4+210.9
−204.0
18.0+2.9
−2.8
83.6+72.4
−70.1
281.7+65.8
−63.9

0.97+0.40
−0.38

26.3+15.3
−7.1

13.9+8.1
−3.7

1.05+0.57
−0.54

49.3+48.8
−16.4

49.3+48.8
−16.4

1.63+0.72
−0.71
0.53+0.08
−0.08
0.37+0.20
−0.19
1.39+0.91
−0.86
1.46+0.86
−0.81
0.98+0.84
−0.78
9.18+2.60
−2.47
0.45+0.07
−0.06
14.77+26.46
−24.83
2.08+0.38
−0.37
0.55+0.17
−0.16
9.95+4.41
−3.58
11.14+7.09
−6.72
6.32+3.57
−3.42
0.48+0.15
−0.15
0.97+0.65
−0.62
0.41+0.51
−0.46
2.17+0.90
−0.87
1.69+0.93
−0.88
10.26+2.93
−2.84
4.06+1.58
−1.51
3.48+1.01
−0.99
1.35+0.36
−0.35
15.41+11.13
−10.29
3.43+0.75
−0.72
1.04+1.06
−1.00
17.13+4.70
−4.36
0.18+0.02
−0.01
3.42+0.71
−0.68
2.43+0.95
−0.91
2.03+1.12
−1.07
1.54+1.04
−0.98
3.78+1.43
−1.36
2.41+1.09
−1.03
0.34+0.16
−0.15
0.51+0.12
−0.12
2.26+0.82
−0.78
0.67+0.30
−0.28
25.04+51.52
−49.32
1.79+0.14
−0.14
5.98+1.68
−1.61
0.91+0.23
−0.23
3.00+0.59
−0.57
7.45+5.55
−5.26
13.06+6.76
−6.44
0.28+0.05
−0.04
2.10+1.85
−1.77
4.98+1.21
−1.16

20.6+15.2
−6.1
73.9+11.4
−8.7
104.0+105.5
−34.8
20.1+31.2
−7.6
23.8+28.5
−8.4
9.9+36.2
−4.3

20.6+15.2
−6.1

SPT-CLJ0324-6236
SPT-CLJ0330-5228
SPT-CLJ0334-4659
SPT-CLJ0346-5439
SPT-CLJ0348-4515
SPT-CLJ0352-5647
SPT-CLJ0406-4805
SPT-CLJ0411-4819
SPT-CLJ0417-4748
SPT-CLJ0426-5455
SPT-CLJ0438-5419
SPT-CLJ0441-4855
SPT-CLJ0446-5849
SPT-CLJ0449-4901
SPT-CLJ0456-5116
SPT-CLJ0509-5342
SPT-CLJ0528-5300
SPT-CLJ0533-5005
SPT-CLJ0542-4100
SPT-CLJ0546-5345
SPT-CLJ0551-5709
SPT-CLJ0555-6406
SPT-CLJ0559-5249
SPT-CLJ0616-5227
SPT-CLJ0655-5234
SPT-CLJ2031-4037
SPT-CLJ2034-5936
SPT-CLJ2035-5251
SPT-CLJ2043-5035
SPT-CLJ2106-5844
SPT-CLJ2135-5726
SPT-CLJ2145-5644
SPT-CLJ2146-4632
SPT-CLJ2148-6116
SPT-CLJ2218-4519
SPT-CLJ2222-4834
SPT-CLJ2232-5959
SPT-CLJ2233-5339
SPT-CLJ2236-4555
SPT-CLJ2245-6206
SPT-CLJ2248-4431
SPT-CLJ2258-4044
SPT-CLJ2259-6057
SPT-CLJ2301-4023
SPT-CLJ2306-6505
SPT-CLJ2325-4111
SPT-CLJ2331-5051
SPT-CLJ2335-4544
SPT-CLJ2337-5942

3.5 ± 1.7
1.5 ± 0.7
4.3 ± 0.6
1.5 ± 0.8
2.4 ± 1.5
2.7 ± 1.5
3.1 ± 2.5
7.8 ± 1.9
6.3 ± 0.8
8.9 ± 15.1
8.9 ± 1.5
3.4 ± 1.0
7.6 ± 2.1
9.8 ± 5.8
10.8 ± 5.7
3.7 ± 1.1
2.0 ± 1.3
1.0 ± 1.1
11.3 ± 4.4
5.3 ± 2.6
9.3 ± 2.5
5.4 ± 1.9
3.5 ± 1.0
4.6 ± 1.1
18.2 ± 11.9
12.2 ± 2.4
3.7 ± 3.6
6.2 ± 1.4
3.5 ± 0.2
7.2 ± 1.3
4.2 ± 1.5
15.7 ± 8.1
2.1 ± 1.3
3.7 ± 1.3
3.0 ± 1.2
2.4 ± 1.0
3.8 ± 0.8
4.3 ± 1.4
2.0 ± 0.8
11.3 ± 22.5
13.0 ± 0.9
7.9 ± 2.0
5.1 ± 1.2
9.6 ± 1.6
3.8 ± 2.7
10.4 ± 5.0
3.9 ± 0.6
5.5 ± 4.6
15.6 ± 3.3

0.44 ± 0.07
0.47 ± 0.05
0.84 ± 0.03
0.71 ± 0.04
0.50 ± 0.05
0.43 ± 0.05
0.66 ± 0.07
0.05 ± 0.01
0.80 ± 0.03
0.04 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.03
0.62 ± 0.03
0.03 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.06
0.24 ± 0.05
0.86 ± 0.02
0.50 ± 0.06
0.57 ± 0.12
0.61 ± 0.04
0.33 ± 0.05
0.17 ± 0.05
0.31 ± 0.05
0.30 ± 0.04
0.44 ± 0.05
0.09 ± 0.06
0.37 ± 0.04
0.51 ± 0.05
0.03 ± 0.02
1.00 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.05
0.31 ± 0.05
0.71 ± 0.04
0.42 ± 0.07
0.26 ± 0.06
0.37 ± 0.06
0.77 ± 0.04
0.70 ± 0.05
0.40 ± 0.05
0.47 ± 0.06
0.03 ± 0.01
0.48 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.05
0.58 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.05
0.19 ± 0.08
0.10 ± 0.04
0.91 ± 0.03
0.50 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.05
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(8)
dM/dt7.7
(M yr−1 )

(9)
dM/dtUniv
(M yr−1 )

73.9+11.4
−8.7
104.0+105.5
−34.8
20.1+31.2
−7.6
23.8+28.5
−8.4
9.9+36.2
−4.3

...

...

517.0+74.2
−57.7

517.0+74.2
−57.7

0.0+−0.0
−0.0

0.0+−0.0
−0.0

91.7+18.3
−13.1
230.1+89.1
−50.2

207.4+41.3
−29.5

...

...

...

...

154.7+59.9
−33.7

...

...

39.2+16.3
−8.9

39.2+16.3
−8.9

9.6+16.2
−3.7

9.6+16.2
−3.7

15.2+146.9
−8.0

9.1+87.8
−4.8

2.0+1.2
−0.5

2.0+1.2
−0.5

168.2+169.4
−56.2

37.3+37.6
−12.5

...

...

...

4.8+2.7
−1.3

4.2+1.6
−0.9

4.2+1.6
−0.9

247.1+78.3
−47.9
...

158.2+50.2
−30.7
...

35.8+8.7
−5.9

97.6+23.7
−15.9

56.2+1323.3
−27.5

28.0+658.7
−13.7

...

...

749.9+53.6
−46.9

749.9+53.6
−46.9

381.5+81.5
−57.1

28.2+6.0
−4.2

27.5+15.4
−7.3
5.9+6.3
−2.0
11.5+19.5
−4.4
1.1+0.6
−0.3
2.3+1.6
−0.7
165.4+122.4
−49.4
228.3+59.3
−39.0
21.7+10.5
−5.3
68.7+46.6
−19.8
0.0+−0.0
−0.0
652.4+48.2
−42.0
10.9+3.7
−2.2
68.6+21.2
−13.1
96.2+19.6
−13.9

50.1+28.1
−13.2

...

5.9+6.3
−2.0
4.4+7.5
−1.7
1.1+0.6
−0.3
2.3+1.6
−0.7
165.4+122.4
−49.4
228.3+59.3
−39.0
48.2+23.2
−11.8
68.7+46.6
−19.8
0.0+−0.0
−0.0
997.1+73.6
−64.1
...
68.6+21.2
−13.1
52.3+10.6
−7.6
...

...

...

236.0+40.0
−29.9

236.0+40.0
−29.9

3.5+17.6
−1.6

3.5+17.6
−1.6

84.6+23.2
−15.0

32.9+9.0
−5.8
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Table 2
(Continued)

(1)
Cluster Name

(2)
ne,0
(cm−3 )

(3)
kT0
(keV)

(4)
cSB

(5)
α

(6)
K0
(keV cm2 )

(7)
tcool,0
(Gyr)

(8)
dM/dt7.7
(M yr−1 )

(9)
dM/dtUniv
(M yr−1 )

SPT-CLJ2341-5119

0.046+0.001
−0.001

5.2 ± 2.0

0.08+0.00
−0.02

0.55 ± 0.04

40.4+16.3
−15.8

0.74+0.31
−0.29

253.8+156.1
−70.0

152.8+94.0
−42.1

SPT-CLJ2342-5411

0.077+0.002
−0.002
0.286+0.004
−0.004
0.007+0.000
−0.000
0.030+0.001
−0.001
0.046+0.002
−0.002
0.009+0.000
−0.000

1.9 ± 0.4

0.17+0.03
−0.04
0.38+0.03
−0.05
0.04+0.00
−0.02
0.07+0.00
−0.02
0.13+0.01
−0.03
0.06+0.00
−0.02

0.81 ± 0.08

10.3+2.4
−2.4
22.0+1.4
−1.4
186.0+51.6
−49.5
17.1+11.3
−10.9
10.7+4.2
−4.0
71.0+28.6
−27.6

0.21+0.05
−0.05
0.17+0.01
−0.01
5.67+1.65
−1.55
0.49+0.33
−0.32
0.27+0.11
−0.10
2.79+1.15
−1.10

235.7+65.2
−42.0
1881.1+113.5
−101.3

198.4+54.9
−35.3

SPT-CLJ2344-4243
SPT-CLJ2345-6405
SPT-CLJ2352-4657
SPT-CLJ2355-5055
SPT-CLJ2359-5009

9.5 ± 0.5
6.9 ± 1.7
1.6 ± 1.0
1.4 ± 0.5
3.0 ± 1.1

1.29 ± 0.03
0.14 ± 0.07
0.60 ± 0.05
0.84 ± 0.04
0.30 ± 0.05

1881.1+113.5
−101.3

...

...

49.6+84.8
−19.2

49.6+84.8
−19.2

105.4+60.1
−28.1

105.4+60.1
−28.1

...

...

Notes. This table provides cool core and cooling flow properties for the full sample of 83 galaxy clusters at 0.3 < z < 1.2. A complete description of how these values
were measured is presented in Section 2. As in Sections 2–4, we use the subscript “0” to represent the measured quantity in our smallest annulus: r < 0.012 R500 . All
of these data are deprojected, using our mass-modeling technique described in Section 3. (1) Cluster name; (2) central (r < 0.012 R500 ) electron density; (3) central
(r < 0.012 R500 ) temperature; (4) surface brightness concentration (Santos et al. 2008); (5) electron density slope at 0.04 R500 ; (6) central (r < 0.012 R500 ) entropy;
(7) central (r < 0.012 R500 ) cooling time; (8) mass deposition rate within r(tcool < 7.7 Gyr); (9) mass deposition rate within r(tcool < tUniv ).

evidence that stable, long-standing feedback is required to both
halt cooling of the ICM to low temperatures and grow cool,
dense cores.
This data set, which contains dozens of new clusters, both
cooling and non-cooling, at 0.3 < z < 1.2 will prove invaluable
for understanding the complex interplay between cooling and
feedback in galaxy cluster cores, the formation and evolution of
galaxy clusters, and the growth of massive central galaxies in
cluster cores.
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